Listed are general guidelines for rug and carpet care, if the product purchased has
delicate yarns i.e. Viscose, Bamboo silk, Pure Silk or is of Hand Knotted production
please contact info@therugoutlet.co.uk or info@tilemaster.co.uk for advice.
General Cleaning and Maintenance
We recommend for professional cleaning you contact Tile Master Global Ltd. Tel:
0161 444 0377. They will advise the best way to deal with any issues and if site visit,
collection or courier is required this can be arranged.
Interim Maintenance
Solids
Scrape up any solids with a blunt knife. Clean as general stain removal instructions if
required.
General Stain Removal
1. Act fast, blot up excess liquid with kitchen roll or ideally a soft white cloth e.g. terry
toweling.Avoid soaking the affected area as this can spread the stain
2. Blot stain - do not rub as this may distort the pile and spread the stain. Once the
stain is contained, work from the outer edge to the centre applying a proprietary
carpet cleaner. If no cleaning products are available use a small amount of water.
Do not over wet the area. Blot at intervals with a clean dry cloth or paper towel.
3. Carry on until the stain no longer transfers to the Wipe / cloth.
4. It often helps to place a thick wad of tissue over the area and weight down with a
heavy object. Leave for several hours - any remaining stain can soak up into the
tissue.
On stubborn stains, repeat the process until the stain is completely removed, we
recommend using a professional cleaning company if you cannot remove a stain.

contact Tile Master Global Ltd. Tel: 0161 444 0377
Regular Care
Wool is a soft natural material offering a lush feel whilst still being resilient to dirt. Your
new rug will last longer and look better if a routine of regular vacuuming is followed.
Vacuuming helps prevent surface dirt filtering down into the pile where it can cause
increased wear.
During the first few months loose yarn may come off the rug, this is perfectly normal
aspect of wool. This should not be classed as a fault.
Please note that we do not advise the use of a vacuum cleaner fitted with a
beater/rotating brush. Light suction is sufficient.

